Decoration possibilities

Colours reveal much
more than we dare to
realize. The colours we
choose and the colours
we are att-racted to are
never just by
coincidence.
Colours create a
pleasant enviro-nment,
have a supportive and
calming e ect and
create a huge inﬂuence
upon our everyday life.
Our production capacity
o ers a wide range of
decorations in the area
of promo-tional glass for
the beverage industry as
well as for tableware
collections.

TABLEWARE GLASS

DIRECT PRINT (screenprinting):
With direct print and decals, we are able to ensure a high level of print resistance and a
photorealistic appearance of the decoration. We are also able to create relief decorations in a
transparent or coloured version.

ź printed directly onto the glass product
ź decoration with up to 8 different
colours
ź anorganic thermoplastic colours of
high quality - burned at high
temperature (540° - 680°C)
ź organic colours of high quality burned at low temperature (160° 200°C)
ź high print quality and resistance
ź sugested minimum quantity / order is
5.000 pcs/item/decoration
ź REACH regulative for organic
colours

TABLEWARE GLASS | DIRECT PRINT
PRINTING AREA
straight or slightly convex surface

d
d x 3,14= length of printing area

height of
printing area

20mm (anorganic colours) / 5mm (organic colours)

conic surface

d
d x 3,14= length of printing area

height of printing area

20mm (anorganic colours) / 5mm (organic colours)

TABLEWARE GLASS | DIRECT PRINT
product wit handle (mugs and cups)

ting area
prin

cca 30 mm from the
lower part of the handle

height of printing area

20mm (anorganic colours) / 5mm (organic colours)

TABLEWARE GLASS | DIRECT PRINT

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The graphic for print must be in vector format and specificied in
Pantone solid coated color chart.

Difference between vector and raster format:
There are two kinds of computer graphics - raster (composed of pixels) and vector (composed of
paths). Raster images are more commonly called bitmap images.

ü

RASTER GRAPHICS

VECTOR GRAPHICS

(FILES SUCH AS TIF, JPG, GIF)

(FILES SUCH AS CDR, AI, EPS)

A bitmap image uses

Vector graphics use

a grid of individual

mathematical relationships

pixels where each

between points and the

pixel can be a

paths connecting them to

different color or

describe an image. Vector

shade. Bitmaps are

graphics are composed of

composed of pixels.

paths.

The resolution (DPI)

The size of vector graphic

in defined by the

file are small and hey can

number of image

also be freely modified and

dots per inch.

scaled.

TABLEWARE GLASS | DIRECT PRINT

DIRECT PRINT - tampo:
straight or slightly convex surface

ź use for bottom of glasses, ashtrays…
ź used for special shaped glasses and

bottles dimension up to Ø 75 mm
ź organic colours of high quality -

burned at low temperature (160° 200°C)
ź 1 colour

TABLEWARE GLASS | SPRAYING

SPRAYING
The play of colour varies from designer to designer, reﬂecting the uniqueness of their
expression. Using the spray technique, any item can be decorated with a chosen colour,
giving it the appearance of coloured glass. We o er an extensive range of colours that will
satisfy even the most demanding clients.

TABLEWARE GLASS | SPRAYING

Hand spraying:
ź for product with demanding uneven
shape, octangular, extremely big,
ź spraying only part of product
(handle, plate, edge, half of item ...)
Machine spraying :
ź for all products (glasses, ashtrays,
candleholders, bottles....)
Colours used:
ź water based and 2-component
colours (organic colour)
ź neon colours
Minimum order quantity:
ź 2.000 pcs/item/colour

TABLEWARE GLASS | LASER ENGRAVING

LASER ENGRAVING
Glass engraving and etching
with laser produces a
beautiful frosted e ect,
allowing you to etch custom
logos and designs on glass.
Logos, text (and just about
anything else!) stands out
even more as the laser creates
a beautiful, frosted e ect that
makes your engraved design
really stand out against the
glass background.

TABLEWARE GLASS | VOLUME MARKS

VOLUME MARKS:
Steklarna Hrastnik is the only certified provider of
restaurant glass stamping in Slovenia.
In 2004, the company acquired a certiﬁcate
conﬁrming that company meets the requirements
of the MID (European Measuring Instruments
Directive). Compliance is monitored by the
Metrology Institute of the Republic of Slovenia
( M I R S ), w h i c h c a r r i e s o u t a n n u a l c o n t ro l
examinations and extends the certiﬁcate’s validity.
Stamping legislation requires that the product
must carry a CE mark, the year of manufacture and
the number of the notiﬁed body that monitors the
compliance of the stamping.
As we are a certiﬁed stamp manufacturer we o er
our services to our clients.
Certiﬁes stamp used by Steklarna Hrastnik is:
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TABLEWARE GLASS | MANUAL DECORATION

MANUAL DECORATION - DECALS:
With decals we are able to ensure a high level of print resistance and a photorealistic
appearance of the decoration. We are also able to create relief decorations in a transparent
or coloured version.

•

design include more than 6 colours

•

exact design with lots of details (photo
like)

•

special shaped products (saucers, ashtray
bottom, not round shaped items)

•

small quantity 1000 pcs app.

•

big items (vases, storm lights...)

MANUAL DECORATION - GOLDEN RIM:
•

golden rim

ź

silver rim

PACKAGING GLASS

Paperless labels are favored by clients and designers who want ﬂexibility what paper labels
can o er.

ź direct print
ź spraying
ź manual decoration
ź frosting
ź hot stamping

PACKAGING GLASS
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